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Who we are

We are a design
& creative agency
STRATEGIC SERVICES
Trends & Insights
Brand Strategy
Brand Creation
Communication & Experience Strategy

CREATIVE SERVICES
Visual & Verbal Identity
Product & Packaging
Experiences & Environments
Integrated Campaigns

Our experience:
We have the experience and
expertise to steer the process yet
are agile enough to be flexible and
‘hot house’ when necessary.
The Senior Team have worked at
‘Board level’ and are able to build
trust and relationships with key
stakeholders throughout the process
to ensure the right outcomes for the
business and their customers.

AWARDS:
Transform Transform Awards 2015
Gold: RNLI, Best Brand Identity in Charity Sector
Silver: RNLI, Best Brand Consolidation
Bronze: RNLI, Best Use of Visual Assets
Third Sector Awards 2015
Gold: RNLI, Best Visual Identity
The Drum Marketing Awards 2016
Brand and Design Consultancy of the Year
Transform Awards 2017
Gold: Headwater, Best Travel & Leisure Visual Identity
Gold: Woven, Image Best Manufacturing Visual Identity
Design Week Awards 2017
Gold: Chivas Collins Trolley & Tray
Transform Awards 2019
Bronze: Picsolve, Best Brand Identity
POPAI Awards 2019
Gold: Mumm Champagne Serving Tools
Transform Awards 2020
Gold: QA, Best Visual Identity

A snapshot of our latest
work in the gin category;
Beefeater Brand World
At the beginning of 2019, Beefeater came to us
with a challenge: They needed a new Brand World
that created a high level of impact, harnessed 200
years of distilling in the heart of London but that
was also relevant for a younger global audience.
We carried out extensive research into how the
world saw London, resulting in a new creative
platform that embodied the past and future of the
brand and captured the spirit of London: A City of
Contrasts.
To bring alive the creative platform, we used
typography inspired by street signage in Soho, and
a bespoke silk screen print overlay that became a
key identifier.
We collaborated with street art creative duo,
Good Wives and Warriors, to bring alive the
botanical ingredients and flavour notes across
the portfolio of products.
The new Brand World has been incredibly
well received in over 70 markets.
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Introduction:
The Perfect Storm
Lax regulation around production opened
up the market to a wave of innovation that
made gin the biggest success of the drinks
category in recent times.
As a discovery spirit, gin was in a better place
to connect with young drinkers when their
priorities shifted from ‘stuff’ to experiences
in the aftermath of the Financial Crisis.
That shift brought further innovation in to the
category, which helped gin to consolidate its appeal
amongst Millennials, as well as to break up with old
conventions around age, gender and consumption.
In the next section, you’ll see what other drinks
categories are doing to replicate that succes,
and what you can do to win like gin too.
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Drinks as social
accessories
For experience-driven consumers,
drinks are social currency and
an opportunity to project their
own unique identities.
So start exploring with glassware,
garnishing, and drinks styling to
elevate the experience and give
consumers what they desire.

Did you know...

of Millennials say they
share their new drinks
discoveries with close
friends and family.
(Source: PR Newswire)

BEER/CIDER

Budweiser:
Selfiebud
Budweiser SelfieBud is a special
edition label made for the selfie
generation. Designed as a mirror
image logo to look its best in selfie
mode on Instagram, Facebook,
Snapchat, TikTok and WeChat, Bud
fans finally have a beer that looks
as good as they do on social media.
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SOFT DRINKS/MIXERS

Babe Wine:

Tesla Tequila:

Recess:

Founded by Instagram influencer
and self-deprecating comedian Josh
Ostrovsky, a.k.a “The Fat Jewish” (@
thefatjewish), Babe targets a new culture
of wine drinkers who just want to have
fun. The sparkling wine brand is deeprooted in social media, and in the absence
of the On Trade during lockdown, the
brand saw a 182% increase in web traffic.

Elon Musk’s Tesla Tequila is no
joke — but it’s already sold out.

Recess is sparkling water infused with
CBD, geared towards anxious, aestheticobsessed Millennials. Entering Recess’s
Instagram page is like stepping into
a pastel, Millennial dreamscape. The
brand story is central to Recess’s sales
strategy; the CBD-infused sparking water
brand based in New York hasn’t spent
any money on traditional advertising,
relying on word of mouth and its 74,000
strong Instagram following.

The Tesla Tequila was officially
launched by the brand after being
initially shown off as an April Fool’s
Day prank in 2018. Coming in at $250
a bottle, the premium spirit is perfect
for creating premium cocktails.
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New occasions,
new rituals
To match gin’s level of dynamism,
other drinks categories should
shift their focus from production
to consumption. Introducing
new drinking rituals is an
effective way to expand the
MOC and change perception;
especially amongst young, more
experience-driven consumers.

Did you know...

of Millennials say that when
they consume alcoholic drinks,
they want to try as many
different options as possible.

(Source: Nielsen)
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Harpoon Brewery
x Dunkin’ Beers
Dunkin’ has launched a further collection
of doughnut-infused beers. At the end
of August, the donut chain announced it
would renew its collaboration with Bostonbased Harpoon Brewery, which helped
Dunkin’ launch a coffee porter flavoured
beer last year. The new collection includes
Pumpkin Spiced Ale, Boston Kreme Stout,
Coffee Porter and Jelly Doughnut IPA.
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Hun Wine:

Onda:

Possibly the worst time to launch an
ad campaign for a drink no one has
heard of… HUN Wine launched during
lockdown. But, making the best of an
unfortunate situation, HUN changed
tack, targeting hyper-local London
audiences in areas where their young,
trendy festival goers live; Camden,
Clapham and Hackney with a tongue-incheek counterintuitive ATL campaign.

The hard seltzer market is dominated
by vodka and gin-based options, but
Tequila is on the rise. With outdoor
socialising being the new norm,
this distinctive 90’s-inspired surf
style, bright orange can might have
launched at exactly the right time.
The brand is aiming to create longlasting summer vibes in a can.

SOFT DRINKS/MIXERS

Jukes
Cordialities:
London-based Jukes Cordialities is
a luxe take on non-alcoholic wine,
specifically designed to be paired with
food. Each bottle contains two or three
servings of cordial that the drinker
adds to still, sparking or tonic water.
The design encourages the ritual of
self-pouring and appears attractive in
a sophisticated bar environment.
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Busting codes and
category conventions
Marketing to a specific
demographic group is easier
than planning campaigns in
which everyone is a potential
customer. But to win like gin,
other drinks categories will have
to break gender and age skews,
and dig for a ‘universal truth’
that connects their audiences.

Did you know...

of consumers globally
deem gin to be a genderneutral spirit — free of any
particular gender skew.
(Source: Gin Foundry)
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Beers With(out)
Beards:

Mad Dogs &
Englishmen:

East London
Liquor Co:

Kin
Euphorics:

An annual tradition curated by Hop
Culture Magazine, Jägermeister partners
with women in a craft beer festival, Beers
With(out) Beards, to create an entirely
unique beer cocktail class. Although the
festival is for everyone who loves beer,
it is the largest celebration of women in
the craft beer industry, featuring female
brewers from around the world.

Aiming to appeal to a new consumer base,
Mad Dogs wanted to shake things up and
create something that was fun, relaxed
and that would appeal to a new consumer.
Available as a regular bottle or in beerstyle six-packs, Mad Dogs & Englishmen
is a vibrant brand for the craft age and
informal, social drinking in the park.

East London Liquor Co. isn’t like other
craft spirits brands. Instead of charging
more for craft, they’ve dropped the price,
combining quality with affordability.
Calling themselves the “people’s drinks
company”, ELLC believes everyone
should have decent booze for a decent
price, made by decent people.

Kin Euphorics is a “social tonic” powered
by botanical ingredients, adaptogens
and nootropics to provide an uplifting
feeling without the dreaded feeling of a
hangover. Health-conscious consumers
are looking for more than just no- or lowalcohol products—they are after new
experiences that stimulate more than the
usual drinking moments.

Missouri Creative is a design and creative agency.

GET IN TOUCH

We believe insight is the foundation for everything we do. Whether
on-line, on pack, in-store, on-shelf or at home, we understand how
through memorable, emotive design and communication, brands
can create impact where it matters most - where the brand meets
the consumer. Missouri’s philosophy is ‘Don’t tell me, show me’.
Why? Because we believe brands that Show Me will rule the world.

Honor de Winton, Business Development
honor.dewinton@missouri-creative.com

We have extensive experience in:
- Brand Strategy
- Brand World
- Packaging
- Point of Sale
- Brand Activations
- Serve Rituals
We’d love to SHOW YOU.

Missouri Creative
7.02 The Tea Building
56 Shoreditch High Street
London, E1 6JJ
United Kingdom
P: +44 (0)207 749 2605
www.missouri-creative.com
@wearemissouri
@WeRMissouri

All sourced imagery, logos, and brands are property of their respective
owners and used in this webinar for identification purposes only.

